
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Client side 
All the clever techie stuff done by your viewer - which means your computer 
does all the hard work, while the Linden servers put their feet up and laugh at 
your puny efforts. 
 
Server side 
Techie stuff done by the Linden servers before being squished into packets, 
forced through skinny little cables and mangled by data centres until you see 
the final result as it crawls its way into the back of your computer and 
promptly logs you out. 
 
Baking 
Making cakes in the oven. Also the magical process by which all the textures 
are applied to your avatar. A bit like slopping emulsion all over yourself with a 
rather tatty paintbrush. 
 
SSAB 
Server-side avatar baking... go on, have a wild stab at it! Yep, that's right - 
it's the new big thing coming to a virtual world near you soon. Basically, the 
emulsion will be slopped over your avatar in sunny San Francisco instead of 
your home computer - so don't be surprised if you come out with bleached 
hair, sparkling white teeth and a perma-tan! 
 
V1 
Stone-age viewers that were the best way to login to sl ever. FACT! 
 
V2 
Sparkling new viewers that are the best way to login to sl ever. FACT! 
Confusingly, V3 viewers are also V2 viewers - it's just that Linden developers 
can't count. 
 
Materials 
All-singing, all-dancing, bright shiny ways of making virtual stuff look like real 
stuff. You know, with depth and things... just reach into your screen and 
touch it, you know you want to! 
 
Deferred rendering 
A term from the building trade meaning your builder has gone off today 
another job before he's finished pebble-dashing your walls. He'll be back 
sometime a week next Thursday. Also, a techie way of saying 'shadows and 
highlights'. 



 
 
 
DOF 
Depth of field. The blurry bit in photo's and arty films that pro photographers 
pretend they did on purpose. Denied to anyone who crashes the instant they 
turn on deferred rendering. 
 
Mesh deformer 
A legendary treasure that might one day be found to really exist. It will make 
your clothes fit you, without the need to chop bits off your body. 
 
Pathfinding 
A special system that allows inanimate objects to become animate and chase 
you around their sim. Also functions as an unexpected lag creator and weird 
error message generator. 
 
Navmesh 
Invisible pathways that weave between the pixels of sl, whose sole purpose is 
to provide a means of allowing inanimate objects to chase you around their 
sim, without getting stuck themselves. A mystical world within a world, within 
a world! 
 
Normal and specular maps 
The nuts and bolts of materials - well, not exactly ironmongery as such, but 
you get the idea. Imagine hanging wallpaper - normal maps define all the 
lumps and bumps that you forgot to smooth out in the plaster underneath 
and specular maps artfully play with the light so that all the imperfections are 
instantly visible, no matter what sort of light fitting you use. 
 
TPV 
Third party viewer - proof positive that not only can you get something for 
nothing, but it can be jolly good stuff too. Everybody loves third party 
viewers, mainly because they're not the official viewer. 
 
TPD 
Third party developer - someone insanely talented in geekism who works 
tirelessly, to develop TPVs, despite being forced to jump through endless 
hoops by Linden Lab, blindfolded and with both arms tied behind their back. 
Despite this, they still manage to a) maintain a sense of humour, and b) 
produce viewers that work brilliantly - which we then complain about. 
 
Alphabetical order 
An outmoded concept. 


